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elevated mode, yet without having
to confirm this to User Account

Control every time you do it.
When you need to run an utility,

particularly in elevated mode, you
want to do it as quickly as possible,
but most often, your UAC will get
in the way of that, by prompting

you for confirmation even for the
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most insignificant of programs,
which can significantly delay the

process. While disabling User
Account Control may have crossed

your mind, that is not entirely
necessary, as QuickAdmin

provides you with the option of
running any software you want in

elevated mode, yet bypassing
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UAC. In order to use the
application, all you need to do is

unzip the downloaded archive and
double-click the EXE file. The
main window functions as an

installation / uninstallation
dashboard, allowing you to quickly
activate or deactivate it when you
no longer want it. When launching
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QuickAdmin, you are able to
configure its functioning

parameters. As such, you can
integrate 'Run As QuickAdmin'

into your Windows context menu,
enabling you to launch any

executable you want in elevated
mode, yet without being prompted

for confirmation from UAC.
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Additionally, you have the option
of hiding the 'Run As

Administrator' option from the
shell menu, displaying it however,
when pressing the Shift key from

your keyboard. Moreover,
QuickAdmin allows you to add
another option to your context
menu, useful particularly for
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shortcuts, as it can 'Convert to QA
Elevated Shortcut' with a single
push of a button. To sum it up,

QuickAdmin is a handy and easy
to use tool that can prove quite
handy in running programs with
elevated privileges, saving you
valuable time and effort in the

process. More info: Powered by
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Create your own unique website
with customizable

features.Kentucky Gov. Steve
Beshear, D, recalled state troopers

to help control the mob at the
state's Chinese New Year Parade,

which left seven people dead.
Photo courtesy of KY Dept. of
Tourism Feb. 24 (UPI) -- Wild
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outbursts of violence broke out on
both sides of a Kentucky parade

that left seven people dead,
including four Taiwanese men who
were hit with blunt objects. No one
was arrested in the crowd of more
than 15,000 people who assembled

on Saturday in Paintsville to
celebrate the Lunar New Year.
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QuickAdmin is a lightweight and
intuitive software solution

designed to offer you an easy
means of running programs in

elevated mode, yet without having
to confirm this to User Account
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Control every time you do it.
When you need to run an utility,

particularly in elevated mode, you
want to do it as quickly as possible,
but most often, your UAC will get
in the way of that, by prompting

you for confirmation even for the
most insignificant of programs,

which can significantly delay the
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process. While disabling User
Account Control may have crossed

your mind, that is not entirely
necessary, as QuickAdmin

provides you with the option of
running any software you want in

elevated mode, yet bypassing
UAC. In order to use the

application, all you need to do is
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unzip the downloaded archive and
double-click the EXE file. The
main window functions as an

installation / uninstallation
dashboard, allowing you to quickly
activate or deactivate it when you
no longer want it. When launching

QuickAdmin, you are able to
configure its functioning
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parameters. As such, you can
integrate 'Run As QuickAdmin'

into your Windows context menu,
enabling you to launch any

executable you want in elevated
mode, yet without being prompted

for confirmation from UAC.
Additionally, you have the option

of hiding the 'Run As
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Administrator' option from the
shell menu, displaying it however,
when pressing the Shift key from

your keyboard. Moreover,
QuickAdmin allows you to add
another option to your context
menu, useful particularly for

shortcuts, as it can 'Convert to QA
Elevated Shortcut' with a single
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push of a button. To sum it up,
QuickAdmin is a handy and easy
to use tool that can prove quite
handy in running programs with
elevated privileges, saving you
valuable time and effort in the

process. How do you like to install
a Windows utility/app? Do you
just want it installed and up and
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running immediately? Do you want
to be presented a complete list of

basic details, like what it does,
when does it run, how it works,

etc? Is it ok for you to just be able
to double click on it to start

working straightaway? Do you
prefer to go into the manual and

read the entire list of all the
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details? If you answered yes to at
least one of these, QuickInstall

Professional is the perfect choice
for you. Unlike other utility

installers, QuickInstall
Professional gives you a near

complete list of basic installation
details of your utility. It gives you
options to be presented with each
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=============== QuickAdmin
is a lightweight and intuitive
software solution designed to offer
you an easy means of running
programs in elevated mode, yet
without having to confirm this to
User Account Control every time
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you do it. When you need to run an
utility, particularly in elevated
mode, you want to do it as quickly
as possible, but most often, your
UAC will get in the way of that, by
prompting you for confirmation
even for the most insignificant of
programs, which can significantly
delay the process. While disabling
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User Account Control may have
crossed your mind, that is not
entirely necessary, as QuickAdmin
provides you with the option of
running any software you want in
elevated mode, yet bypassing
UAC. In order to use the
application, all you need to do is
unzip the downloaded archive and
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double-click the EXE file. The
main window functions as an
installation / uninstallation
dashboard, allowing you to quickly
activate or deactivate it when you
no longer want it. When launching
QuickAdmin, you are able to
configure its functioning
parameters. As such, you can
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integrate 'Run As QuickAdmin'
into your Windows context menu,
enabling you to launch any
executable you want in elevated
mode, yet without being prompted
for confirmation from UAC.
Additionally, you have the option
of hiding the 'Run As
Administrator' option from the
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shell menu, displaying it however,
when pressing the Shift key from
your keyboard. Moreover,
QuickAdmin allows you to add
another option to your context
menu, useful particularly for
shortcuts, as it can 'Convert to QA
Elevated Shortcut' with a single
push of a button. To sum it up,
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QuickAdmin is a handy and easy
to use tool that can prove quite
handy in running programs with
elevated privileges, saving you
valuable time and effort in the
process. QuickAdmin Features:
================== - Allows
you to 'Run As QuickAdmin' with
a single push of a button. - Creates
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'Run As QuickAdmin' entries for
the following context menu
entries: - Internet - Command
Prompt - Registry Editor - Toolbar
context menu (This is subject to
change) - Changes the 'Run as
Administrator' icon to a
QuickAdmin icon - QuickAdmin
has an additional context menu
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entry, which allows you to add an
icon to the context menu - Allows
you to hide the 'Run As
Administrator' option from the
shell menu - Provides an
automated uninstall function -
Redistributable - Translated into
multiple languages

What's New In QuickAdmin?
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QuickAdmin is a lightweight and
intuitive software solution
designed to offer you an easy
means of running programs in
elevated mode, yet without having
to confirm this to User Account
Control every time you do it.
When you need to run an utility,
particularly in elevated mode, you
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want to do it as quickly as possible,
but most often, your UAC will get
in the way of that, by prompting
you for confirmation even for the
most insignificant of programs,
which can significantly delay the
process. While disabling User
Account Control may have crossed
your mind, that is not entirely
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necessary, as QuickAdmin
provides you with the option of
running any software you want in
elevated mode, yet bypassing
UAC. In order to use the
application, all you need to do is
unzip the downloaded archive and
double-click the EXE file. The
main window functions as an
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installation / uninstallation
dashboard, allowing you to quickly
activate or deactivate it when you
no longer want it. When launching
QuickAdmin, you are able to
configure its functioning
parameters. As such, you can
integrate 'Run As QuickAdmin'
into your Windows context menu,
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enabling you to launch any
executable you want in elevated
mode, yet without being prompted
for confirmation from UAC.
Additionally, you have the option
of hiding the 'Run As
Administrator' option from the
shell menu, displaying it however,
when pressing the Shift key from
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your keyboard. Moreover,
QuickAdmin allows you to add
another option to your context
menu, useful particularly for
shortcuts, as it can 'Convert to QA
Elevated Shortcut' with a single
push of a button. To sum it up,
QuickAdmin is a handy and easy
to use tool that can prove quite
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handy in running programs with
elevated privileges, saving you
valuable time and effort in the
process. I've been using the
QuickAdmin software for about a
month now, and I love it. It's made
my day by a lot, and I feel like a
light-speed god, almost. Here's
how I use it to turn off UAC,
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tweak my Windows registry, and
add shortcuts on my desktop: 1)
First, I install QuickAdmin. Then,
as administrator, I go to Tools ->
Settings. There, I enable
QuickAdmin, then I set it as
default. 2) The next thing I do is
go to Tools -> Registry Editor, and
I go to the correct registry location
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for my OS: 3)
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System Requirements For QuickAdmin:

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows
8.1, Windows 10 Gamepad (Xbox
360, Xbox One, Dualshock4, or
Playstation 4) VITA Minimum
requirements: OS: Windows 7
CPU: Dual-Core CPU (2.4 GHz)
RAM: 2 GB Video Card: DirectX
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11 Screen resolution: 1280×720
Minimum supported OS: OS:
Windows 10
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